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Urbanization, infrastructure development and industrial energy use

Global urbanization adds a city the size of Shanghai every four months
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Coal, the young energy source
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An “all of the above” technology portfolio

Pushing energy technology to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060 
could meet the mid-point of the range of ambitions expressed in Paris.

Technology area contribution to global cumulative CO2 reductions 
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Early opportunities: where is CCS succeeding, and why?

Quest - Scotford Upgrader
(Source: Shell)

ADM Decatur
(Source: US DOE)

Al Reyadah
(source: CSLF)

Petra Nova
(Source: NRG)

• CCS installed on existing assets which have 
sustainable business model from other products

• Low technology risk (“keep it simple” approach)
• Attractive, well understood storage geology
• Coalition of public and private stakeholders
• Clear source of revenue to cover CCS costs over 

asset lifetime
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Investment in CCS

Government interventions have leveraged corporate investment – future scale of CCS will need debt 
financing

Investment by source of capital

Public grant Debt - off balance sheet

Equity in SPV/JV Corporate balance sheet

Revenue source

Regulated electricity sales Industrial products sales

Tax credits Oil and gas sales

Sale of CO2 for EOR
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Low hanging fruit: Dense streams of CO2

Capture is cheaper and more efficient from high concentrations of CO2

Biofuel production
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CO2 utilisation opens new business models and opportunities

Use of captured CO2 for enhanced oil recovery enables cost efficient CCS and unlocks other strategic 
benefits
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Policy plays an essential role

Governments need to adopt a broad portfolio of measures to facilitate CCS

• A clear long term commitment 
for the sustainable use of fossil 
fuels

• R&D especially for utilisation
and storage geology

• Intervention to create a viable 
business model

• Clean energy policies that value 
all emission reductions

• Risk mitigation
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Transport and storage infrastructure

• CO2 transport and storage 
are critical infrastructure

• Separating transport and 
storage from capture

• Government needs to
facilitate the development 
of CO2 pipelines and 
storage assessment
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The “Five Keys” to unlock CCS investment

1) Harvest low-hanging fruit to build CCS 
deployment and experience from the ground up.

2) Tailor policies to shepherd CCS through the 
early deployment phase and to address unique 
integration challenges for these facilities. 

3) Target multiple pathways to reduce costs from 
technology innovation to progressive financial 
mechanisms.

4) Build CO2 networks to better support transport 
and storage options.

5) Strengthen partnerships and cooperation 
between industry and government. 
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